Where Automation Meets Intelligence

Data-driven decisions keep your team on track to exceed annual goals and garner attention from the executive level. As other departments look to leverage your team’s expertise, the Alteryx Analytics Hub makes it easy to provide analytic collaboration spaces for analysts, data scientists, and decision makers to work together and share actionable insights every day. Empowering analysts to automate mundane analytic tasks, reports, and big data analyses ensures that tough decisions can be made quickly. Alteryx Analytics Hub delivers self-service analytics across teams in a secure and governed analytics environment with central administration to ensure data is always accessible.

ALTERNYX ANALYTICS HUB PROVIDES:

- **Find data and answers faster**: See all data and analytic assets available so you can spend more time analyzing, not searching
- **Accelerate daily insights and actions**: Automate repetitive and complex processes to free people from manual tasks
- **Security and governance**: Keep your data and analytics assets secure while ensuring everyone gets the right level of access

Discover All Data and Analytic Assets

The hardest part of any analytics project is knowing what question to ask and where to start. The Alteryx Analytics Hub solves this with data catalog capabilities that empower everyone in your organization to discover all the available data and analytic assets within your organization. Using a keyword-search type environment, users can easily access metadata from a multitude of data sources, allowing organizations to leverage all their existing infrastructure. Additionally, users can seamlessly access and use all data and assets across the Alteryx Analytics Process Automation platform for faster acceleration of insights.
SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS

HARDWARE
Processor: 64-bit
CPU: 4-core
System Memory: 16 GB
Minimum Disk Free Space: 50 GB

SOFTWARE
Supported Operating Systems
Windows Server 2012 R2
Windows Server 2016
Windows Server 2019

SUPPORTED WEB BROWSERS
Chrome + Firefox + Internet Explorer

OTHER
Microsoft .NET Framework 4.7.2. The installer checks for this and prompts install if it’s missing.
Internet access to whitelist.alteryx.com for license activation.

OPEN PORT REQUIREMENTS
443 (HTTPS) – Analytics Hub Website
5000 – Worker Processes
8080 (HTTPS) – Internal Gateway, Internal API for service communication

For a complete list of system requirements, and supported data sources visit: www.alteryx.com

Automation and Scheduling
With analysts spending an average of seven hours a week on manual processes, creating efficiencies to drive better and faster outcomes is more critical than ever. With the Alteryx Analytics Hub, you can put repetitive, yet necessary, weekly status reports and processes on cruise control to focus on answering tougher questions. A built-in scheduler provides the flexibility to schedule workflows and apps so that several data-intensive processes can run simultaneously. Run them when you want, how often you want, and during off hours. Control how frequently analytic workflows are refreshed with new data and stop large jobs from holding your desktop hostage. With over 250 analytic process building blocks within the Alteryx Analytic Process Automation Platform, the Alteryx Analytics Hub does the heavy lifting, automating every data-driven decision with confidence.

Share and Collaborate
Ensure the integrity of analytics models and workflows in your organization. With the Alteryx Analytics Hub, you can share and collaborate on analytic workflows, macros, and analytic apps with other users throughout your organization. Build and create a secure personal workspace or team site to share important analytics assets and reduce duplications and build better collaboration between analysts. Automatic version control provides effective collaboration by providing the tracking and rolls back changes needed to ensure you can leverage the latest analytic models and workflows. The Alteryx Analytics Hub makes it easy to share and collaborate on workflows and insights in your team and across functions to power data-driven decisions.

Security and Governance
Making sure that corporate security rules for access, permissions, and analytic governance are in place is the key to any analytics platform for any IT team. The Alteryx Analytics Hub provides a centralized, standardized administration, management, and monitoring platform that gives IT the ability to create a safe environment for all analytics and ensure only the right eyes see the right information. With detailed usage reporting, auditing, and standardized logging tools, coupled with corporate authentication, permission, and encryption protocols, your IT teams and system administrators can rest assured that your data remains safe and secure.

About Alteryx
As a global leader in analytic process automation (APA), Alteryx unifies analytics, data science and business process automation in one, end-to-end platform to accelerate digital transformation. Organizations of all sizes, all over the world, rely on the Alteryx Analytic Process Automation Platform to deliver high-impact business outcomes and the rapid upskilling of their modern workforce.
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